Seasons Change: So Should Your Wardrobe
(NAPSA)—Let’s face it, Ol’
Man Winter is here and it’s time
to dig out your winter wardrobe.
Maytag’s Center for Home Solutions has developed easy-to-follow clothing care tips to help you
prepare and maintain your winter
wardrobe all season long.
“As you begin transitioning
your closet, repair rips and
remove stains from your warm
weather wardrobe before storing
them to make your clothes last
longer. Also, transitioning provides you an opportunity to take
inventory of your winter garments
and makes it easy to shop for new
items for the winter season,” says
Julie Bundy, manager of Maytag’s
Center for Home Solutions. “Once
you take your garments out of the
box or closet where they’ve been
stored, you’ll want to have them
cleaned to make them fresh for

Fabric
Down comforters and coats

Fleece jackets and blankets

Flannel, cotton sheets and
pajamas

Washable wool sweaters and
blankets

the season.”
Cleaning your winter clothes
and bedding doesn’t have to mean
spending money at the dry cleaners, even for big, bulky items like
bedspreads or delicates like wool
sweaters.
“Many washers and dryers
have larger capacity and special
settings to wash most items,” said
Bundy. “Plus, using a front-loading
washer like the Maytag Neptune
means that your clothes look
newer, longer. Without an agitator,
there is less wear and tear on your
laundry because your clothes are
turned over more gently during
washing.”
Below are some helpful tips to
post in your laundry room and
refer to when caring for common
winter fabrics. For more laundry
tips and information, log on to
www.maytag.com.

Washer/Dryer Setting
Wash: warm water, gentle
cycle
Dry: regular cycle, low
temperature
Wash: warm water, regular
cycle
Dry: regular cycle, low
temperature
Wash: warm water, regular
cycle
Dry: regular cycle, low
temperature
Wash: cold or warm water,
gentle cycle
Dry: hang or lay flat to dry

Helpful Hints
• Place a few tennis balls in
the dryer to fluff fabric
• Add a few towels in the
dryer to absorb moisture
• Maytag‘s Neptune dryer
features Intellidry™ drying
control, which dries garments
to the precise moisture level
you choose
• Wash and dry flannel
garments inside out to
prevent piling
• Use the Wrinkle Release™
cycle on the Neptune dryer to
take out wrinkles
• The Favorites Cycle™ preprograms and names the
wash setting to start the wash
cycle with the touch of a
button

A Fragrance Addict’s Guide To Gift Giving
by Monique Dunn
(NAPSA)—For Christmas 2000,
my true love gave to me...the floral
inspired scent of Gucci Envy.
Since then, I have become a selfcertified fragrance addict and this
holiday season I’m encouraging
my family and friends to be as
scent-uous as me. With this task
at hand, I will bring them good
cheer while I present each one
with scents to match their unique
personalities and tastes, and double as a gift that will last all year.
As I took a stroll through the
wonderland of fragrance at the
local department store, to what
my wondering eyes did appear,
but a fragrance selection that
made me grin ear to ear. As I was
dashing to each counter checking
out the new scents, I went down
my shopping list, and I knew right
away these fragrances were it!
Spraying and sniffing the new
arrivals, I was full of good cheer. I
was thinking of my boyfriend,
when I spotted the gift that would
top all the past years. His impulsive and unpredictable personality
has finally been captured in the
new Dunhill scent, X-CENTRIC.
This fresh, woody scent is perfectly charming. So quirky yet
masculine, even the flip-top cap
mechanism is inspiring.
Although I already know I’m
one of my mother’s treasures, her
endearing words will be reiterated
when she opens her gift and discovers something better than a
new cashmere sweater: the new
fragrance from Ellen Tracy,
Inspire. This crisp floral scent perfectly fits my mom who is elegant,
confident, cheerful and my most
optimistic best friend.
My younger sister is going to
get a “rush” after she opens her

Imaginative Video Game
Is Appropriate For Kids
(NAPSA)—A new fantasy
adventure game for PlayStation 2
is fast becoming a favorite of parents looking for video games that
are appropriate for pre-teens.
The third-person action-adventure, “Portal Runner,” created by
3DO, stars Vikki G., an inquisitive green-haired Army reporter
whose nose for news is constantly
getting her in trouble.

Truly original and exciting, Portal Runner captivates players with
an emotional story and gorgeous
environments.
In the game, Vikki travels
through a number of “portals”
that transport her to new and
exciting worlds, which range from
a prehistoric dinosaur-filled land
to a medieval castle setting. With
the help of a lion sidekick named
Leo, Vikki has to find her way
home to rescue her friend, Sarge,
from the clutches of Bridgette
Bleu.
A unique feature of the game is
its “Dream Mode,” which allows
younger players to take Vikki
through the adventure without fear
of taking damage from enemies.
More information is available
at www.3do.com/portalrunner/.

Ellen Tracy Inspire: the perfect
gift for my Mom this holiday
season.
gift! Once again, Gucci has created another addictive scent,
Rush 2, a transparent floral fragrance bottled in a radiant, electric pink square. I was so seduced
by this blend of lily of the valley,
rose, gardenia and musk that I
purchased one for myself! It’s a
sensual fragrance that complements both my sexy Gucci stilettos and her favorite Gucci loafers!
My dad, the last person on my
list, is a man who deserves a special gift. He’s so intelligent and
strong, I was sure purchasing
Montblanc Presence for him, I
couldn’t go wrong. His passion and
confidence can’t be missed, I knew
the warm mix of bergamot, ginger,
cinnamon and sandalwood would
smell wonderful on his wrist.
Finally...with the bundle of fragrances I had in my bag, I looked
like a holiday shopper who truly
went mad! As I exited the store, I
was all aglow; satisfied with my
purchases, my mouth drew like a
bow. The holiday shopping experience that many do dread, ended
with fragrant scents dancing in
my head.

Growing Christmas trees provides a habitat for wildlife.

Check Out
These Web Sites:
Duck brand products at www.
duckproducts.com.
Francesco Rinaldi Original Traditional No Salt Added Pasta
Sauce at www.francescorinaldi.
com.
Hunter Douglas Window Fashions at www.hunterdouglas.com.
Keen.com at www.keen.com.
Integrity Windows and Doors at
www.integritywindows.com.
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Funeral Preplanning Reduces Stress
(NAPSA)—There are things
you can do now to ease your family’s feelings in the future.
The death of a loved one, for
example, may be extra stressful if
little advance thought was given
to final arrangements. Did the
loved one want a traditional
funeral with a burial? Cremation
with ashes scattered at sea? What
music should be played?
Where should the service be
held? Who should preside? Often,
family members and friends are
unsure of the answers and worry
about making poor choices. With
the following tips, Dignity
Memorial™ funeral and cemetery
providers encourage families to
plan ahead to help resolve these
issues.
Preplanning may help families
make better choices. “Thinking
ahead can help you make
informed and thoughtful decisions
about funeral arrangements. It
allows you to choose the specific
items you want and need and
compare the prices offered by several funeral providers,” advises a
Federal Trade Commission consumer guide.
Preplanning may also reduce
stress. “Funerals are not a pleasant subject to contemplate, and
they are often very stressful and
expensive events. Planning a
funeral in advance can alleviate
some stress on remaining family
and friends,” says the Better Business Bureau.
If the wishes of a loved one are
known, families and friends may be
prevented from emotional overspending. “An increasing number of
people are planning their own
funerals, designating their funeral

preferences, and sometimes even
paying for them in advance. They
see funeral planning as an extension of will and estate planning,”
the FTC guide adds.
One of the best ways to preplan may be to sit down and put
your thoughts in writing. A “fillin-the-blank” final arrangement
guide will lead families through
the actual recording of their
wishes.
When choosing such a guide,
look for one that includes space for
important family and estate information, such as the Personal Planning Guide by Dignity Memorial.
Offered free of charge, the guide is
clear, concise and easy to complete.
Designed for a couple’s dual
responses, the Personal Planning
Guide begins with a vital statistics section. It also records armed
forces information, will, banking,
credit card, life insurance and real
estate holdings data, and a medical history. The second half of the
guide helps families leave detailed
instructions regarding a funeral
or cremation service as well as
cemetery memorialization.
To obtain a free copy of the Personal Planning Guide, call 1-800-9CARING.

Technology Adding Luxury To Hotel Stays
(NAPSA)—The latest trend in
travel is luxury hotels that provide a “home theater away from
home”—with in-room DVD technology and entertainment—as
part of creating the most pleasurable guest experience possible.
Hotels such as The Ritz-Carlton, The Park Hyatt, Ian Schrager’s new Clift Hotel, and others
have installed Sony’s stylish DVD
players in their rooms, offering
guests an enhanced movie experience with the latest technology.
These DVD players were chosen to accommodate business and
luxury travelers who have come to
expect their rooms to be equipped
with trendy, yet useful products
that make their stay more comfortable and enjoyable.
Some benefits hotel guests
realize with in-room DVD home
theater entertainment include:
• Greater flexibility in movie
selection;
• Watch the movies you want
by bringing along your own compact DVD video libraries, which
are perfect for travelers; and
• Meeting more specialized
entertainment needs (i.e., families
traveling with small children).
Hotels—and consumers—now
have even more options when
choosing DVD/CD players. Sony
has introduced four new models
that combine the company’s legendary performance with flexibility and affordability. Each unit
also features the Precision
Drive2 ™ System, a newly developed tilt mechanism that provides
faster, more accurate tracking and

Hotel guests are experiencing
another luxury: in-room home
theaters with DVD technology.
playback. The system compensates for disk warp and other
imperfections—particularly useful
when watching rented DVDs.
“These new products represent
a continuation of Sony’s efforts to
give consumers a wide choice in
DVD solutions,” said Bill Cubellis,
director of DVD marketing for
Sony Electronics.
All four new models incorporate Sony’s innovative technologies, including:
• Instant Replay—Allows users
to replay a particular scene with
the touch of a button going back
10 seconds to review important or
interesting movie lines.
• Block Noise Reduction—Aids
in maximizing picture quality of
MPEG2 images by eliminating
unwanted artifacts in scenes.
• TV Virtual Surround Sound—
Benefiting the non-home theater
user, this feature optimizes the
sound capabilities of standard TV
speakers and offers various surround modes including dynamic,
wide, standard and night for sound
reduction at late hours.
For information regarding the
nearest Sony authorized dealer or
service location, call 1-800-222SONY.

